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The YesWePlan! Best Practice Examples
are a collection of national best practice
approaches to promote gender equity.
The collection was created to enable
the project partners to learn from each
other. Therefore, the transferability of the
projects is an important aspect. A good
example of a transferred best practice
is the French ARVHA Women Architects
Award, which annually honours
outstanding works by women architects
and which has now been transferred to
Austria in a similar form.
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The collection clearly shows that the visibility of women
in construction and planning is a key issue in all partner
countries and is regarded as an important prerequisite
for change. Different forms of supporting networks to
advance women professionally are the second strong
focus within the collection.
The fact that many important issues such as the gender
pay gap, the promotion of gender equality in the work
place or in professional organizations and work-life balance
and flexible working models are not part of the collection,
implies a lack of such best practises that needs to be
addressed in the post-project years.
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Acronym

—

title

Making Women in technical professions more visible 2.0

Contact

Bundeskammer ZT

Email

office@arching.at

Organisation

Committee of Female Architects and Chartered Engineering Consultants

Country

Austria

Funding programme

—

Duration

Continuously since 2015

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

Making women’s substantial technical contributions to the built environment and the European cultural heritage
visible by bringing it to the people in their natural surroundings - digital examples are shown on public places
all over Europe

Website

www.ziviltechnikerinnen.at

Social media

—

Austria
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Making Women in
technical professions
more visible 2.0
© Bundeskammer der ZiviltechnikerInnen, Photo: Katharina Gossow
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Project description
The profession of Architecture and Civil Engineering in Austria is still very male
dominated. The Committee of female Architects and Chartered Engineering
Consultants – a permanent committee within the Austrian Federal Chamber of
Architects and Chartered Engineering Consultants since 2006 – is working on closing
the gender gap within the professions and raising the number of female Architects
and Chartered Engineering Consultants in Austria.

was shown at the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts in Ljubljana and in
2018/2019 in different premises in Istanbul. The openings of the exhibition offered
the additional positive effect of intensive cross-border network building that
considerably contributed to bringing the Erasmus+ project YesWePlan! into life,
that combines the efforts of project partners in five countries to develop methods
for closing the gender gap in the profession.

As a higher visibility of women in Architecture
and Engineering is an important step in changing
outdated gender stereotypes and offering role
models, at the occasion of Austria’s Heritage Day
in autumn 2015, the Committee has established
a touring exhibition that contained the works of
75 Austrian female Architects and Engineering
Consultants on t he topic of „Planning and
building in historical surroundings”.

Based on the success of the touring exhibition, the initiators were exploring ways
to further disseminate the message of female excellence and to reach more
people, including those who are not usually visiting exhibitions. Thus, in 2020 the
initiators were gathering additional project examples and started a digitalization
process for the whole material with the aim to create a new and more flexible
exhibition and show it on several screens in highly frequented places. “Making
Women in technical professions more visible 2.0” has since been watched by more
people than would have ever been possible with the original real-life version of
the exhibition. The main selection criteria for the places in which the exhibition
is shown are easy access and a high frequency of passers-by: This ranges from
public libraries, pharmacies, stations, offices, business premises in city centres and
pedestrian areas. Digitalizing the exhibition and choosing easily accessible venues
has made it possible to reach a broad number of people that would not have been
reachable otherwise. At the same time digitalization has made touring extremely
easy, as a screen can be transported by a single person. Holding openings at such
uncommon exhibition places as pharmacies or shoe shops also offers the rare
possibility to get into discussion with very different groups of people.

The project posters show the wide variety of substantial technical and creative female
contributions to monuments of our cultural heritage: They range from preserving
simple buildings to revitalizing substantial cultural monuments, contriving technically
sophisticated restructuring measures and implementing and staging modern shapes.
The exhibition started 2015 in Graz and was touring all over Austria and beyond for
over four years. It was expanded cross border to other countries such as Slovenia
(2016) and Turkey (2018/2019). With each new exhibition venue, the examples of
female expertise were expanded with new project posters. In 2016 the exhibition

Nevertheless, this might not be the last step of the project. Currently, the
Committee of female Architects and Chartered Engineering Consultants is
exploring a new approach: The aim is showing the projects of female excellence
in Engineering and Architecture in large scale projected on public buildings. This
would mean reaching yet a new level of publicity and initiating an even broader
public discussion on the gender gap.

Austria
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technical professions
Open:MINT
more
visible 2.0
© Kammer der ZiviltechnikerInnen für Steiermark und Kärnten, Photo: Marija Kanizaj
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Acronym

—

title

Ziviltechnikerinnentage /
Days of Women Architects and Chartered Engineering Consultants

Contact

Bundeskammer ZT

Email

office@arching.at

Organisation

Bundeskammer ZiviltechnikerInnen /
Committee of Women Architects and Chartered Engineering Consultants

Country

Austria

Funding programme

—

Duration

Annually since 2006

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

Ziviltechnikerinnentage is a networking event for Austrian Women Architects and Chartered Engineering
Consultants with different discussion and CPD focuses that also tries to include other Austrian and European women
networks

Website

www.arching.at

Social media

—

Austria
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Ziviltechnikerinnentage
© Bundeskammer der ZiviltechnikerInnen
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Project description
The Committee of Women Architects and
Chartered Engineering Consultants within the Federal Chamber of Architects and Chartered
Engineering Consultants has established a regular
networking event for Women Architects and Chartered
Engineering Consultants in 2006.
The so-called “Ziviltechnikerinnentage” are
a regular event focusing on building up networks of
female professionals while at the same time offering key
not speeches, training courses, excursions and discussions with high- profile speakers and trainers to promote
professional development and discuss gender related
professional aspects.
Each year there is a different focus on a relevant professional development topic:
2006:

Gender policy in Chambers and support measures
during maternity leave, childcare or illness

2007:

Gender strategies in everyday life
and in the planning process

2008:

Spice up your business – the culture of networking

2009:

Cultural responsibilities of Architects
and Chartered Engineering Consultants

2012:

Enforcement strategies

2013:

Gender practice in regional planning

2015:

Time-management

2016:

Affordable housing

2018:

The social, economic, ecologic
and cultural aspects of building

2019:

The impact of artificial intelligence effects
of our profession and work

2020:

Convention 2020 / sisters’ session /
heavy metal for beginners

As gender equality needs to be tackled beyond national
borders, the Committee of Women Architects and
Chartered Engineering Consultants also puts a lot of
efforts in enlarging the network across the border to
other European countries and maintaining good contacts
to neighbouring Chambers and other professional
organisations with a focus on gender equality. Being able
to initiate the YesWePlan! project was also an outcome of
this enlarged network.
The network meetings
provide input on different levels:
Personal development in the profession:
The network meetings offer seminars and workshops for
personal professional development. It is common knowledge
that normally professional competence is only responsible for
ten percent of professional success. The remaining 90 percent
is due to image (30 percent) and relationships (60 percent).
This means that no matter how talented and hard-working
professionals are, they will only be successful if they ensure
that their performance is seen, appreciated and sought after.
It is often not the performance itself that is rewarded, but the
visibly demonstrated performance. Thus “self-marketing” is an
important basis of professional success. The network meetings
put a focus on this but also offer the possibility to gain skills
and knowledge in a wide variety of fields in order to support
women in their professional lives but also to give them a chance
to make new experiences and broaden their horizon in general.

Austria
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Current relevant professional issues:
Concrete professional expert exchange of the participants
relevant professional developments is also an important
part of the network meetings. This covers a wide variety of
different architectural and engineering topics such as for
example social and affordable Housing, spatial planning, the
role of planners in the green transition process, impacts of
digitalization and AI on the profession, public procurement of
planning services and many more.

Gender policy issues in the professions:
Of course, the discussion of equality topics and problems
within the professions is also a central aspect of the network.
Especially the exchange of experience and best practice
examples between professionals, between different regions
and different countries can considerably contribute to a
concise and efficient equality policy within Chambers and
other professional bodies. It is important for professional
representatives to get the relevant inputs for their work.

Personal informal exchange:
The very concrete and often informal exchange between
participants is part of the success of network meetings.
To further raise the positive impacts of such exchanges
– that usually go far beyond the actual meetings – it
will be necessary to establish new and modern (digital)
communication systems that will also allow us to connect
different existing network.

Ziviltechnikerinnentage
© ZAPS, Photo: Anže Vrabeljj
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Acronym

—

title

Committee of Women Architects and Chartered Engineering Consultants

Contact

Bundeskammer ZT

Email

office@arching.at

Organisation

Bundeskammer ZiviltechnikerInnen

Country

Austria

Funding programme

—

Duration

Continuously since 2006

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

The Committee of Women Architects and Chartered Engineering Consultants within the Austrian
Federal Chamber is working on closing the gender gap within the professions and raising the number of female
Architects and Chartered Engineering Consultants in Austria

Website

www.ziviltechnikerinnen.at

Social media

—

Austria
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Committee of Women
Architects and
Chartered Engineering
Consultants
© Bundeskammer der ZiviltechnikerInnen
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Project description
The Federal Chamber of Architects and Chartered
Engineering Consultants is the umbrella organisation
for the four regional Chambers in Austria, in which
the professionals are members. All authorized
Architects and Chartered Engineering Consultants in
Austria have to be member in a regional Chamber. As
Chartered Engineering Consultants are active in over
100 different branches of Engineering this is a broad
professional coverage. All Chambers are corporate
bodies of public law and are represented by honorary
elected professionals (election every 4 years). They
are divided in two sections, one for Architects and
one for Chartered Engineering Consultants and have
different expert groups and committees. One of them
is the Committee of Women Architects and
Chartered Engineering Consultants that is
the main driver of any activities in regard to equality
measures. Professional regulations as well as regulations
about the structure, the rights and obligations of the
Chamber and its bodies are part of a Federal Law
(Ziviltechnikergesetz).

level is mainly done by male Architects and Chartered
Engineers and up until now, Presidents of the Federal
Chamber of Architects and Chartered Engineers were
all male and the percentage of female representatives in
sections and expert committees has always been very
low. It became obvious already in the 1990s that equality measures need to be a topic for the Chamber. The
first Committees for equality measures were established
on regional level before finally in 2005 the constituting
meeting of the Committee of Women Architects
and Chartered Engineering Consultants took
place and the Committee was installed on Federal level. It
consists of (female) Architects and Chartered Engineers
that are nominated from the four regional Chambers.

The Committee of Women Architects and
Chartered Engineering Consultants is not foreseen in the law as such as the implementation of expert
committees is arbitrary and decided by the Executive
Board for each term of office.

Since 2006 the Committee is working on closing the
gender gap within the professions and raising the
number of female Architects and Chartered Engineering
Consultants in Austria and their percentage within the
professional policy structures. The scope of activities is
broad and reaches from network building in and outside
of Austria, awareness raising activities within and outside
of the Chambers, very concrete support measures for
women Architects and Engineers and measures for
improving market access and working conditions for
women Architects and Engineers to educational aspects
and public relation activities.

As explained in the YesWePlan! Country Report for
Austria the percentage of female professionals in
Architecture, Civil Engineering and other Engineering
professions was and is still extremely low. This also
means that the professional representation on Chamber

Even though a vast number of successful projects were
implemented in all the above-mentioned fields of activities and though it was possible to gain data and studies,
it proved very hard to reach substantial changes regarding the gender gap. That was one of the reasons why

Austria
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the Committee of Women Architects and Chartered
Engineers took the initiative for the YesWePlan! Project
in order to join forces with similar organizations in other
countries and to learn from each other’s experience. As
the project already has received a lot of positive resonance on political level in Austria and on European this
has also brought a new momentum within the Chamber.
Very recently - and a little bit inspired by French quota
regulations - it was possible to take an important step
towards more gender equality within the Chamber
and to implement a commitment to gender equality in
the Compliance Regulations for the Federal Chamber
of Architects and Chartered Engineering Consultants.
The commitment against discrimination requires a
consideration of the equality issue in all decisions and
also in regard to participation in professional bodies.
Additionally, it currently works including the gender equality aspect in the re-design of the Architectural Competition
Standard – which is an important tool of public procurement of architectural services - in order to improve the
access of women to architectural competitions.
We believe that Chamber policy has a considerable
impact on the gender equality situation in the profession
and that it is therefore necessary to have a body that
actively promotes gender equality in all aspects of
Chamber policy and that also has to role to consults
the other bodies on equality issues. It is the long-term
aim – when gender equality is sufficiently implemented
- to transform this currently female Committee into a
general Committee for diversity issues.

Committee of Women
Architects and
Chartered Engineering
Consultants
© Bundeskammer der ZiviltechnikerInnen
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Acronym

—

title

Women’s Promotion Point – and other measures to improve access
to Architectural Design Competitions (ADC)

Contact

Bundeskammer ZT

Email

office@arching.at

Organisation

Bundeskammer ZiviltechnikerInnen

Country

Austria

Funding programme

—

Duration

ongoing

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

Improving the access of women to Architectural Design Competitions and raising awareness of equality issues
in ADC and procurement procedures

Website

www.arching.at | www.architekturwettbewerb.at

Social media

—

Austria
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Women’s
Promotion Point
© Bundeskammer der ZiviltechnikerInnen
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annual award for excellence in
female civil engineering and architecture

PROJECT
SUBMISSION AS
OF MARCH 2022
The anotHERVIEWture AWARD introduces women and their work to you and a broader public
in order to raise awareness of the female contribution in the building industry and to highlight
role models in order to transform this field of profession towards equality and diversity.

Project description
Architectural design competitions (ADC) are an important tool for the (public) procurement of architectural
services. They provide a quality-based procedure leading to optimized solutions for each planning project. For
architects it is an important way of accessing the market
and strengthen their market position.
The open competition is the standard procedure of the
ADC. It is open to all architects who meet the published
eligibility criteria. The restricted competition is an exceptional procedure that allows the procuring authority to place particular demands on the performance of
the participants, and the application is open to all those
entitled to participate. Additionally, invited architectural competitions are exceptionally possible for smaller projects in the sub-threshold range. In such cases
a limited number of suitable architects will be invited
directly to submit their competition entries, the minimum number of participants depending on the size of
the competition task. Invited competitions are especially
important on regional level.
The selection of participants in invited competitions is
organised in cooperation with the Regional Chambers
of Architects and Chartered Engineering Consultants
and is based on an admissibility list. This is a list from
which the Chamber nominates Architects and Chartered
Engineering Consultants from a qualified pool of participants for competitions according to a complex rating
point system.
In addition to points for competitions or architecture prizes, an additional point for Women Architects
and Chartered Engineering consultants is awarded as a “women’s promotion point”. This additional point enables a woman to achieve a higher number

We kindly invite you to browse our constantly growing anotHERVIEWture ARCHIVE and
discover many interesting women and their buildings, bridges or landscapes.
Registration

of points in the event of a tie between a male participant and a female participant, which was determined by
other point allocations, and the associated higher ranking in the admissibility list. In this way, the woman is
given the opportunity to gain an additional point through
the “women’s promotion point” and to participate in the
competition if the points are otherwise equal.
The aim of the “women’s promotion point is to increase
the number of female participants in competitions.
The background of the introduction of the women’s
promotion point in the invitation list for competitions
is the gender imbalance, which is clearly reflected in
the gender-specific quota both in the members of the
Chambers and in the number of female competition
participants. The proportion of women among the almost
7700 Architects and Chartered Engineering Consultants
is very low (15 percent in Architecture, 3 percent
in Engineering) even though the number of female
graduates in technical studies has increased significantly
in Austria in recent years.
Despite the “women’s promotion point”, it is often still
difficult for women to gain a sufficient number of points
because especially in the case of starting a family, the
career paths of men and women usually change drastically. In Austria, it is still primarily women who have to
reconcile career and family. These career paths are due
to the still extremely traditional division of family work
in Austria. Therefore, it is mainly (older) male architects
that are able to profit most from the current system of the
admissibility list.
Thus, further steps to improve the access of women to
ADC are necessary and in progress:

Austria
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Category I
Female
Architect
of the Year

For the ongoing review of the Competition Standard
Architecture - that is published by the Federal Chamber
of Architects and Chartered Engineering Consultants
and is a requirement for the quality label for procedures
given by the competent regional Chambers of Architects
and Chartered Engineering Consultants to the procuring authorities – a preamble on equality aspects in ADC
is currently in discussion. The draft explicitly expresses that legal and social equality requirements must
be taken into account both in the structural framework conditions - such as participation opportunities for all, balanced composition of the admissions to
invited competitions, diverse composition of the jury,
diverse composition of the planning, expert and preliminary examination teams, corresponding award texts,
etc. - and in the content-related framework conditions or
requirements - such as the spatial programme, gender
budgeting analysis, location and functional analysis,
interests and demands of all users, etc.

Category II
Emerging
Female
Architect of
the Year

Category III
Female
Engineering
Achievement
of the Year

Category IV
International
Female
Architect
of the Year

MEMBERS OF THE JURY
The jury of the anotHERVIEWture AWARD consists of national and international renowned
female colleagues and experts. In order to achieve continuity and diversification the award
winners will automatically be members of the anotHERVIEWture AWARD jury in the following
year.

Additionally, regional Chambers of Architects and
Chartered Engineering consultants are currently discussing changes in their system of entry to the admissibility lists for invited competitions that will better take
into account the situation of women Architects (e.g., no
expiring of admissibility points during maternity leave).
SPONSORS:

We believe that the access to ADC and to public
procurement in general is a crucial factor of market
access of women and therefore a basis of equality in the
profession. Therefore, this is one of the most important
aspects of professional equality policy and there are still
a lot of steps to take to improve the situation. Measures
are required on the level of professional policy but also
in regard to the legal framework and to raising awareness in the profession and in procuring authorities.

swiss society of engineers and architects
international section

COMPANY
SCSAMPLE

FIRMA
MF MUSTER

UNTERNEHMEN GmbH
BU BEISPIEL

Muster Firma I Sample Company I Beispiel Unternehmen GmbH I Muster Firma I Sample Company I Muster Firma

Women’s
Promotion Point

Beispiel Unternehmen GmbH I Muster Firma I Sample Company I Beispiel Unternehmen GmbH I Muster Firma

Sample Company I Beispiel Unternehmen GmbH I Muster Firma I Sample Company I Beispiel Unternehmen GmbH

Bundeskammer
der ZiviltechnikerInnen

© Bundeskammer der ZiviltechnikerInnen

KARLSGASSE 9/2, 1040 WIEN

Die Bundeskammer der ZiviltechnikerInnen ist eine Körperschaft öffentlichen

T: 01 - 505 58 07

Rechts und wird vertreten durch: Präsident BR h.c. DI Rudolf Kolbe

E: OFFICE@ARCHING.AT

Aufsichtsbehörde: Bundesministerium für Digitalisierung und
Wirtschaftsstandort
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Acronym

Architectuelles HdF

title

Architectuelles Hauts-de-France

Contact

Béatrice Auxent

Email

beatrice.auxent@nordnet.fr

Organisation

Association loi 1901

Country

France

Funding programme

—

Duration

continuously since 30/01/2018

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

Our commitment is the visibility and recognition of the work and actions of women architects
(registered with the Order of Architects) and architecture graduates in the Hauts-de-France.
In this, it is the cause of architecture in general that we defend

Website

—

Social media

https://fr-fr.facebook.com/pages/category/Community-Organization/Architectuelles-Haut-deFrance-200605857050118/

France
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Project description
In 2010, a professional life commission was created
within the Regional Council of the Order of Architects
(CROA) Nord Pas de Calais.
Béatrice Auxent is its referent (VP CROA) and Elizabeth
Gossart is its rapporteur. A debate was organised
in June 2013 on the theme “Is professional equality
between men and women in Architecture possible? “in
the presence of Catherine Guyot, Architect and director
of the Association pour la Recherche sur la Ville et
l’Habitat (ARVHA) and co-author of the report entitled
“Professional Equality Women/Men in Architectural
Agencies” (2012). She outlined the 10 recommendations
of her report.
As an effect awareness of the topic was/is growing and
questions were/are being asked:

Are the criteria for achieving gender
equality in architecture specific
to our profession?
Are measures useful and necessary
to achieve this equality?
Following the recommendation 9 of the above
mentioned report “Develop networks to strengthen and
enrich actions”, on 4th December 2014 a network of
Women Architects of Nord-Pas de Calais was launched
by the CROA under the presidency of Béatrice Auxent
(first female President of the CROA NPdC) and the
sponsorship of Catherine Guyot.

The group was made up of about fifteen women and
made contact with other women’s networks in the region
(Bâtir plurielles, Businesines and Professional Women Lille
Métropole...). It has organised a number of very successful
actions such as visits to women Architects’ projects.

• Inter-network exchange of events, demonstrations and
meetings of major witnesses of related sectors.

The latest Archigraphy study produced in 2018 by the
Conseil national de l’Ordre des architectes (CNOA)
showed once again that the situation of women Architects
is not equal to that of male Architects in France and
particularly in the Hauts-de-France region. In January
2018, on the occasion of the merger of the Regions and
CROAs Nord Pas de Calais and Picardy, the network was
established as a legal entity:

• Participation at the national and European levels (WIA
France, YesWePlan!...)

ARCHITECTUELLES Hauts-de-France.
The aim and task of the association is to promote the
work and actions of women Architects and Architecture
graduates in favour of Architecture.
It is based on the following values:
• Commitment and Courage
• Ambition and Promotion
• Mutual Aid and Solidarity
• Exchange and Confidentiality
• Culture and Conviviality

Examples for the activities of the association:
• Visits of building sites, realizations, presentation of actions
of Women Architects or graduates in Architecture.

• Surveys
• Trainings

• Representations and speeches: jury for women Architects’
prizes, events, trade fairs, conferences.

The question of equality depends to a large extent on
the awareness of women themselves but the support
of men in general and of male architects in particular
is essential. The association is open to all those who
approve of its objectives. It is the whole society that will
grow through the recognition of the contribution of each
and every one of us to architecture.
We think that the regional scale is interesting in terms
of proximity of exchanges. Architects practising in
the Hauts-de-France mainly come from two schools:
ENSAPL in Villeneuve d’Ascq and UCL LOCI in Tournai
(formerly Saint Luc). There are 1,300 registered with
the CROA, but many others work as salaried agency
employees or in a diversified practice of the profession.
According to the recommendation “ 10. Having gender
data” from the 2012 report on Professional Equality
Women/Men in Architectural Agencies a first survey
among the graduates of these two schools was launched
in 2018 and was supported by two regional state
departments.

• Sharing of experiences and expertise within the network in
the form of coaching, conferences or round tables.

France
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• A major event backed by the general assembly
(conference, debate, visit, feedback).

© Architectuelles Hauts-de-France

Architectuelles
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Acronym

ARVHA

title

Association pour la recherche sur la ville et l’habitat

Contact

Catherine GUYOT

Email

equal@arvha.org

Organisation

Association loi 1901

Country

France

Funding programme

—

Duration

Exhibition of existing prize-winning women Architects since 2015

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

Promote women Architects, propose identification models for young Architects;
allow a better representation of women Architects’ projects

Website

—

Social media

https://twitter.com/equal94335776

France
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Project description
The aim of the exhibition of women Architects awarded
with the Women Architects Award since 2015 is to
promote women Architects, propose identification
models for young women Architects and allow a better
representation of women architects’ projects. It is a
travelling exhibition based on the Women Architects
Award that was launched by ARVHA in 2013 to promote
the architectural quality of projects by women, who
remain under-represented in this field. The Prize was
renewed in 2017 and has gained in notoriety. The
exhibition gives visibility to the projects selected for the
Women Architects Award.
2013:

Odile Decq, Anne Démians,
des Clics et des Calques,Jocelyne Behrend,
Françoise-Hélène Jourda

2014:

Manuelle Gautrand, Maryam AshfordBrown, Agnès&Agnès, Renée Gailhoustet,
Christiane Schmuckle-Mollard

2015:

Corinne Vezzoni, Véronique Descharrières,
Gaëlle Penneau, The OeCO architects
collective, composed of Coralie Bouscal,
Vanessa Larrère and Claire Furlan,
Eliane Castelnau

2016:

Veronique Joffre Amelia Tavella Tania Concko
Ingrid Taillandier Nathalie Régnier-Kagan

2017:

Sophie Berthelier LA ARCHITECTURES
Marie Blanckaert Cécile Mescam Dominique
Marrec Carme Pinos Carine Smuts

2018:

Nicole Concordet Mathilde Billet, Sandra de Giorgio
et Marie Zawistowski Dominique Marrec Amanda
Levete

2019:

Dominique JAKOB Fabienne Bulle, Marie France
Chatenet , Marie Perin, Elisa Valero, Francine
Houben Mecanoo Architecten 2020:
Florence LIPSKY Cathrin Trebeljahr Sophie Denissof
et OH SOM architectes et Anna Heringer et
Benedetta Tabliaube

The exhibition is a variable size exhibition because each
year the winners of the previous year are added, thus
it snowballs and can be presented at variable size. The
panels are self-supporting and are one meter by two
meters. It can be moved easily, is extensible and can be
adapted to all kinds of places. We have been invited by
architecture houses, regional professional associations
and foreign partners to present the exhibition and hold
conferences.
The exhibition took/takes place in Venice in 2018 for the
Biennale of Architecture, but also in Lyon in Marseille, in
Paris, in Lille, in Bratislava, in Paris in the town hall of the
3rd district in the premises of UNIBAIL RODAMCO, in the
town hall of Saint Denis, in Grenoble, in Lyon, in the FRAC
center in 2022 and in Strasbourg.

The core of this project is not only the promotion of
high-quality architectural projects by women Architects
and providing young women with good role models
but also the building of an important database of prizewinning women Architects of a century.

For each exhibition we organize conferences with the
winners of the previous years as at UNIBAIL RODAMCO
WESTFIELD where we organized a forum with 9 prizewinning participants.
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It is always an interesting experience to show this
exhibition in the schools of architecture as for example
in the school of Paris Villemain or Paris Val de Seine.
This is always connected with the organization of
conferences with women Architects and students.
This corresponds to our initial project objectives to
promote and make known to the young talented women
Architects and also to propose to them identificatory
models. With the exhibition we have films about all the
women Architects grouped by the award category.
They can be found on the You tube Channel
of ARVHA.

© Association pour la recherche sur la ville et l’habitat
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Acronym

French Award for Women Architects

title

Prix des femmes ARCHITECTES de l‘ARVHA

Contact

Catherine GUYOT

Email

equal@arvha.org

Organisation

ARVHA

Country

France

Funding programme

Ministry of Culture, Région ile de France Ministry of women’ s right, City of Paris

Duration

04/05 /2013-now

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

The ARVHA Women Architects’ Award highlights the works and achievements of women Architects for their talent
and demonstrated architectural quality.

Website

www.femmes-archi.org

Social media

Facebook ARVHA, YouTube ARVHA, LinkedIn Catherine GUYOT, Instagram Prix Femme Architecte

France
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French Award
for Women Architects
© ARVHA Femmes Architectes
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Project description

Why is an award
for women Architects
necessary?
Only 3% of the winners of the “ Pritker “ prize – which is
the equivalent to the Nobel prize for architecture since
1979 and endowed with 100.000 Euro – are women
Architects. Zaha Hadid in 2004, Kazuyo Sejima in 2012
and Carme Pige in 2017 are the only women to have
received the prize.
For the Grand Prize of Architecture in France that
is awarded by the Minister of Culture since 1975 the
report is identical, 3% women and 97 % men have been
awarded the prize.
For “Equerre d’argent” in France, the prize of the
newspaper “le Moniteur” with 37 prizes and as many
mentions, only 13% of women laureates are having a
mention and even then often in mixed teams (female/
male).
Prizes in architecture are still mainly awarded to (older)
male Architects. But at the same time 60% women study
in schools of architecture. 30% are registered with the
Order of Architects but only 13% on their own account
and 0% are registered as heads of the 100 largest
agencies in France in their own name.
As for remuneration in France, the gaps are narrowing
but very slowly, the average income of women
Architects is 28.734 Euro, that of male Architects is
48.745 Euro Thus, parity is certainly not existing yet.
Despite the efforts of the Ministry of Culture, which
is drawing up a roadmap for equality in cultural

professions and which advocates the development of
charters in schools of architecture to enable young people
to start their careers with a stronger culture of equality,
the profession of architect remains, for the highest
positions and incomes, reserved for men only.
This makes very obvious that a prize for women Architects
is necessary to restore a form of equity that does not
exist in prizes and awards between women and men in
architecture. And, of course, it is extremely important
to create female role models of women’s success in
architecture. What would literature be without Simone de
Beauvoir or painting without Frida Kahlo?
The system of male and female prize categories is not
new as examples like the “femina prize” in France and the
Oscars for best actor/actress show. It is important to make
women more visible in all cultural fields.
That’s why in 2013 the ARVHA Women Architects’
Award was implemented. It highlights the works and
achievements of women Architects for their talent and
demonstrated architectural quality in four categories:
• Prize young woman architect under 40 years old
• Prize original work
• Prize woman architect
• International Prize

All the laureates are commonly appreciated and
recognized by the profession. There is no doubt
about the quality of their projects as the examples of
Odile DECQ, Véronique JOFFRE , Amelia TAVELLA,
Sophie BERTHELIER, Manuelle GANTRAND, Corinne
VEZZONI or Christiane SCHMUKLE-MOLLARD, the first
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Architect in chief of Historical Monuments in France,
Veronique DESCHARRIERES, Dominique JAKOB
(JAKOB+MACFARLANE) and Fabienne BULLE cleary
show. Some of them have since been awarded the
Legion of Honour and – if they haven’t been there
already - entered the French Academy of Architecture
in Paris.

French Award
for Women Architects

The prize also has a section “young women Architects”
and thus is an opportunity to bring out new talents
such as for examples “Des clics et des calques”, Oeco
Architects, LA ARCHITECTURES, AGNES ET AGNES
and Marie PERIN TICA Architects and urban planners,
Sandra De GIORGO from NZI Architects, Cécile MESCAM
and Marie BLANKART.
The prize has been open internationally since 2017
and the winners are world-renowned women such as
Carme PINOS from Spain, Amanda LEVETE - LA_A from
UK, Francine HOUBEN de Mecanoo architecten from
the Netherlands, Elisa VALERA from Spain and Carin
SCHMUT from South Africa.
It is also a highly regarded prize at the international
level because more than 60 candidates from various
countries enter the awards and many international
organisations are considering creating their own
prize for female Architects. The prize is linked to
the association WOMEN IN ARCHITECTURE France
which brings together winners of the prize for women
Architects and is open to all female Architects.
It is also a solidarity prize for women Architects because
it is awarded by women who have already won an award
and who join a network of Women in Architecture, a
world organisation that is present on all continents.

© ARVHA Femmes Architectes
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Acronym

WIA fr

title

Women In Architecture France

Contact

Catherine GUYOT

Email

equal@arvha.org

Organisation

Women In Architecture. fr

Country

France

Funding programme

—

Duration

since 29/03/2018

objectives / aims / outcomes

Fostering equity in the professional architectural sector; To promote the place of women Architects in Europe
and beyond; Propose and develop actions to strengthen professional equality in the field of architecture.

Website

www.womeninarchitecture.fr

Social media

—

France
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Women
In Architecture France
© Women In Architecture France
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Project description
Women in Architecture fr is a network that was
established in 2018 following more than 30 years
of reflection on the place of women in the field
of architecture led by ARVHA at the national and
international level.

The network is a mean to constitute and develop solidarity
networks on both a European and a global scale and to
participate in symposium meetings and events organized
by the colleagues of other countries and broadcast their
productions.

International dimension

National dimension

The aim of the Women in Architecture Network France
is to build a data base on women Architects based on
the existing studies of the various countries mobilized
and focusing for example on the history of women
Architects, on pioneers, on the developments in our
current society and the realizations of women Architects
in Europe and in the world.

Regarding France, the tasks of the association are

Implementing measures to facilitate professional
equality in the architecture sector at European level is
also a goal of the network, as well as finding common
strategies and learning from the best practices in other
countries while sharing ours.
The network also helps to advertise the ARVHA prize
for women Architects, to spread it internationally
and to organize joint actions in the framework of the
prize for women Architects such as visits of laureates’
projects. Eventually, the association shall also support
other European organization in the implementation and
conduct of their own national prize and represent and
promote French women Architects there.

• Representing France in the international network of
Women in Architecture and be the French interlocutor of
the European Council of Architects in the framework of a
future working group Equality between men and women in
architecture (Austrian initiative);
• Studying the situation of women in the architectural
sector – working from existing studies and grouping them,
completing them with institutional support;
• Disseminating studies that demonstrate unequal treatment
in the field and propose actions to rectify differences.
Implement measures, quantifiable data and measure
evolution;
• Constituting a national and European database on women
Architects: from pioneers to today’s Architects (currently
on www.femmes-archi.org a database with 400 women
Architects including 70 foreigners);
• Mobilizing the actors of the profession on the issue of
professional equality based on figures on the inequality of
wages, fees and the nature of the order for women and men;
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• Appealing to the Order of Architects to participate in the
realization of surveys and gender studies on which the
participation of women would be specified on each item
to actively participate in the dissemination of mobilization
actions;
• Proposing a series of actions to improve the situation of
women in architecture (diffusion of studies, sensitization
of actors, mobilization of professionals of the living
environment ...).
• Contributing to the National Committee of the Ministry of
Culture for equality in the field of cultural professions;
• Working with architecture schools on the issue of
professional equality to make young people aware of
inequalities and to fight them at grassroots level;
• Contacting major architectural firms to examine parity
among these companies and offer them to take steps
to ensure professional equality (equality label), and the
smallest too, as well as unions and orders of Architects;
• Promoting women Architects in the realization of
exhibitions, symposia, open visits to the public, events, in
the Venice Biennale with a section on women Architects in
a systematic way, as in 2018 for the March 8 in Venice and
in the biennale architecture de Versailles in May 2019 and
in Paris Hall of the 3rd arrondissement the 8th Mars 2020.
• Mobilizing the media to make series, films, reports and
articles on women Architects - which are little known,
little publicized and little honored, starting with those who
won the ARVHA prize for women Architects;
• Animating and promoting actions at local and national
level and facilitating their dissemination.

Women
In Architecture France

© Women In Architecture France
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Acronym

ai nw

title

Flexible work models, closing the gender pay gap
and promotion of women in architecture

Contact

Geske Houtrouw

Email

info@ainw.de

Organisation

architektinnen initiative nw

Country

Germany

Funding programme

—

Duration

Since 1991

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

The network “architektinnen initiative nw” (“women Architects initiative nw”) brings together women Architects,
women interior and landscape Architects, women urban planners and women Civil Engineers with the aim of
strengthening the position of female planners in work and society.

Website

https://architektinnen-initiative.de/

Social media

https://www.facebook.com/architektinneninitiative/

Germany
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Flexible work models,
closing the gender pay
gap and promotion of
women in architecture
© architektinnen initiative nw
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Project description
The “architektinnen initiative nw” (ai nw) pursues the
goal of promoting women in the fields of Architecture,
interior and landscape Architecture, in urban planning
and Civil Engineering. ai nw was founded in 1991 as a
professional association. It advocates equality between
women and men in Architecture and Civil Engineering.
ai nw carries out professional training (lectures,
discussions, etc.) and supports contacts and networks of
planners through joint actions.
The ai nw creates room for joint activities of its members
and serves as a platform for them. The thematic focal
points are the recognition of the achievements of female
professional planners in everyday working life, their
appropriate payment, democratic pension schemes
and the compatibility of work and family. Working
groups are formed through the activity of the members
on selected topics and are open to all members. They
independently define their work rythm, working method
and topics. The proposals and results are presented to
all members.
The ai nw is a Member of the Representative Assembly
of the Chamber of Architects of North Rhine-Westphalia
(AK NW). As a representative of the interests of
Architects, the AK NW advocates for the concerns
of the profession, with the aim of creating optimal
framework conditions for the professional practice.
The ai nw currently occupies 15 seats out of 201 in the
Representative Assembly and is committed to a more
transparent, efficient, and member-oriented Chamber
that represents the interests of all members.

At the instigation of the ai nw, the brochure “Guide:
Working Time Models” has been published by the AK NW
in 2013. It provides an orientation and decision-making
aid for employers and employees. Propagating and
introducing flexible working time models is particularly
important for women who must or want to combine work
and family. Furthermore, the Corona crisis has shown
that flexible working time models are of great relevance.
A timely amendment and adaptation of the guideline to
current developments is necessary, which is why the ai
nw suggested to the Representatives’ Meeting to revise
the guideline. This application has been successful.
The revision is advanced and concrete discussions for
implementation have already taken place.
A further request that the ai nw introduced to the Meeting
of Representatives was to take measures to reduce the
gender-specific pay gap in Architecture, which is around
20 percent in Germany. For this reason, it requested
that the AK NW working group develop instruments to
implement the equal pay for women and men. The ai nw
continues to pursue this topic and will work for achieving
equal pay for equal work.
The ai nw also focuses on individual training. A broad
spectrum of advanced training and continuing education
opportunities support the members in developing
an individual work profile and in increasing their
qualifications and competitiveness. Thanks to a broad
funding alliance of internal and external partnerships, new
ideas are constantly being generated to make the skills
and services of female planners visible and to emphasize
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the presence of women in Architecture and the public.
Further training is offered on current topics relevant to
practice and interdisciplinary contacts are maintained.
Active involvement in current career policy should help
to strengthen the position of female planners in work
and society. Equality for women is the foundation on
which our job profile is built and redefined. There is
the chance in the course of time to open up previous
framework conditions and traditional work structures.
The reconstruction of the job profile in Architecture is
overdue. In cooperation with other networks, the ai nw
is working on a new definition.
The ai nw network is an efficient initiative to support
women in planning professions, in their professional
activity and in the development of their careers, as it
is directly involved in the work of the AK NW. Through
its active contribution in the Representative Assembly,
it starts where the course is set for the development
of the professional profile of Architects in the federal
state of North Rhine-Westphalia. With the combination
of direct support for its members and its function as a
representative of vocational policy, the ai nw follows a
holistic approach to promoting gender equality in the
planning professions.

Flexible work models,
closing the gender pay
gap and promotion of
women in architecture
© Christof Rose
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Acronym

„Frau Architekt” (“Ms. Architect”)

title

„Frau Architekt. Seit mehr als 100 Jahren: Frauen im Architekturberuf”
(“Ms. Architect. For over 100 years: Women in Architectural Professions)

Contact

Dr. Ursula Kleefisch-Jobst

Email

u.kleefisch-jobst@baukultur.nrw

Organisation

Museum der Baukultur Nordrhein-Westfalen, Düsseldorf
(Museum for building culture)

Country

Germany

Funding programme

—

Duration

12/08/2020 — 02/10/2020

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

The exhibition "Ms. Architect" (“Frau Architekt”) shows women architects who have realized excellent
buildings from 1900 to the present day. Their exemplary careers should motivate women not only to take up this
profession, but to develop their talents in such a way that they take on leading positions in architecture.

Website

https://baukultur.nrw/museum/ausstellungen/frau-architekt-seit-ueber-100-jahren-frauen-im-architekturberuf/

Social media

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fqhVp0GNKiU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9AzdDMkjBGQ

Germany
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Frau Architekt
© Frau Architekt, Photo: Ingo Lammert
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Project description
Although women Architects have been
successfully doing their profession in Germany for over
100 years, until today, they often are invisible in their
everyday work and in the public perception. Architecture
will continue to be a male domain in Germany in
2020. The exhibition “Ms. Architect” (“Frau
ArchiteKt”) and the accompanying program
analyse, using historical developments and current
examples, why women Architects have remained the
shadow figures of the construction industry to this day.
The exhibition in Düsseldorf consists of two parts. In
2017, the “German Architecture Museum” (DAM), Frankfurt, designed the exhibition “Ms. Architect. Women in
architecture for more than 100 years”. From this extensive exhibition, the “Museum of Baukultur” (Museum
for building culture) presents nine historical Architects
whose careers and fields of activity are characteristic of the period from the late German Empire to the
1960s and 1970s. The selected portraits are intended to
represent typical careers: autodidacts, first experiences
in family businesses, first university graduates, in the
shadow of important men, life paths of Jewish Architects
in the Third Reich, job profiles in the FRG and the GDR.
A second part of the exhibition, newly curated and
designed by the “Museum of Baukultur”, deals with
current works of women Architects from North RhineWestphalia (NRW). These women Architects work in
various offices located in NRW or at one of the NRW
universities. They come from building construction,
urban planning, landscape and interior Architecture as
well as building research and are each presented with a

characteristic work. This part of the exhibition focuses on
the diverse Architecture created by women in NRW and
their individual architectural attitudes.
Two discussion rounds and a blog series form the
accompanying program that focuses on the position,
visibility and participation of women in the architectural
profession. The blog series “Ms. Architect - Two
Perspectives” introduces a historical Architect and
a current Architect with one project each. The selected
projects show parallels in the task, the typology or the
attitude of the Architects, even though there is often half
a century between the works. The series is thus also a
short journey through time and architectural history. It
shows the change in design approaches and aesthetic
perception, but the foundation of Architecture remains
immovable: planning and building for people’s needs.
The exhibition “Ms. Architect” is designed as a
traveling exhibition. The premiere was in Frankfurt in the
“German Museum of Architecture” and took place from
September 30, 2017 to March 8, 2018. In the course of the
exhibition, a comprehensive accompanying program was
offered, which focused on the professional life of women
Architects based on panel discussions, lectures, films,
symposia and in exchange with international networks.
The next stage of the exhibition was the “Museum of
Work in Hamburg”, from June 15 until September 8, 2019.
It formed the appropriate framework for the European
network meeting “women in Architecture Hamburg”
and was expanded to include contributions from women
Architects from the Hanseatic city.
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In Switzerland, the exhibition was accessible to the
public from February 28 to July 19, 2020 in the “Centre
of Architecture Zurich”. During the exhibition, young
Swiss Architects were given the opportunity in rotation
to present their office, their projects and their approach
to a larger audience.
The exhibition is important for society so that it
understands the difficulties under which women
Architects carried out their profession in the beginning,
what position they occupy today and how they want
to change their profession in the future. The exhibition
supports the path of women to equality in society.
It shows successful woman Architects who, against
all odds, have asserted themselves professionally
and are role models for young Architects. Since the
exhibition is conceived as a traveling exhibition, it makes
sense to show it in many cities and in combination
with contemporary Architects. This not only gives
the opportunity to draw attention to women who
have prevailed in their profession contrary to social
expectations, but also to bring contemporary Architects
from all areas of Germany to the public in the same
framework.

Frau Architekt
© Frau Architekt, Photo: Claudia Dreysse
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Acronym

Open:MINT

title

Open:MINT
Measures to increase the proportion of women in STEM professions in structurally weak regions.

Contact

Susanne Baars M. Sc.

Email

openmint@hs-wismar.de

Organisation

Hochschulen Bremerhaven und Wismar

Country

Germany

Funding programme

Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung

Duration

01/11/2018 — 31/10/2021

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

The Universities of Bremerhaven and Wismar cooperate closely in this supraregional joint project in order to make
MINT role models visible in northern Germany and to highlight career paths for women in MINT as an opportunity
even in structurally weak regions.

Website

www.open-mint.de

Social media

/

Germany
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Open:MINT
© Susanne Baars, Campus MINT
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Project description
“Come on, do MINT.” is a national pact for
women in MINT professions (mathematics, computer
science, natural sciences and technology) and was
started in 2008 on the initiative of the Federal Ministry
of Education and Research. The aim of the project
is getting young women interested in scientific and
technical courses of study and to attract female
university graduates for careers in technical companies
and research institutions. It is the union of an alliance
of politics, business, science and the media to change
the image of the MINT professions in society and
to highlight the opportunities for women in these
professional fields. In the meantime, more than 360
partners support the goal setting with a variety of
activities and measures for study and career orientation
of young women. In addition to a lot of other information,
the program contains a project map in which over
1,000 projects are bundled, where research taster days,
workshops, experiment days, mentoring programs
and science camps are listed. All these measures are
intended to give the young women decision-making
aids for starting their studies, enable early contact with
exemplary women and create more self-confidence in
their own performance for a technical degree.
One of these projects is the joint project Open:MINT
funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and
Research (BMBF), which is carried out in cooperation
between the universities of Bremerhaven and Wismar
and aims to increase the proportion of women in MINT
professions in structurally weak regions. The Wismar
University of Applied Sciences offers the courses of

study in architecture and civil engineering, which are
actively involved in the project. The aim of Open:MINT is
to encourage young women in these disciplines through
systematic networking, qualification and support in the
MINT area and to increase their professional career
opportunities. A long-term network is to be built between
women in different training phases by interlocking three
project modules: Campus:MINT, Career:MINT and
Future:MINT. The establishment of a network in the
catchment area of both Universities should contribute to a
sustainable cultural change in the working world.
Campus:MINT ensures that high school students, high
school graduates and other prospective students can
explore universities as future training Center and regional
enterprises, companies and research institutions as potential workplaces.
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the Campus:MINT week
took place in autumn 2020 for the first time virtually. It
offered a mixture of interviews with students and teachers, gave insights into the laboratories and campus and
showed a selection from the different MINT areas of the
universities. To try them out and get to know each other,
all participants received a “surprise box” in advance so
that they could also actively participate in experiments
during the virtual Campus:MINT week.
Career:MINT offers a coordinated package of coaching modules for personal development and mentoring.
This enables the participants to develop key competences
during their studies to prepare for management positions.
Assertiveness, self-marketing and networking skills are
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examples of the key competencies that are promoted.
Business coaches support by career planning. In individual mentoring, the participants can exchange ideas
about professional prospects with mentors from science
and practice. The participants are accompanied through
these events over a period of two semesters.
Future:MINT spans the arc between Campus:MINT
and Career:MINT and brings together “small” and
“large” female researchers, following the slogan
“explore, conquer, shape!”. Students of the module
Campus:MINT and students and graduates of the
module Career:MINT have the opportunity to spend
one day in small groups, dealing with research topics
from both universities. The focus is on digitization and
technology. This event format offers an opportunity for
informal exchange between the participants. An evening
event will conclude, where researchers and female executives from northern Germany will introduce themselves.
They report on their work, their career paths, and future
opportunities in the MINT area.
Open:MINT project is flanked by extensive accompanying research that evaluates the effect of the individual packages of measures at both universities in
Bremerhaven and Wismar in a comparative way. Success
criteria for the development of measures and instruments promoting equality in the MINT area are to be
derived and the regional effects of both university locations to be examined. The results are published in the
form of project reports and brochures.

© Susanne Baars, Campus MINT
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Acronym

PIA PERSPEKTIVEN – Gemeinsam Zukunft gestalten

title

Shifting Life Outside – Green Installation

Contact

Christine Vogt

Email

info@pia-net.de

Organisation

pia netzwerk e.v. + wia

Country

Germany

Funding programme

—

Duration

19/09/2020 – 27/09/2020

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

During the “Climate Week” in Hamburg, women architects showed installations with moss in the historical backdrop of the Saint
Catherine’s Church. This was the current project of the network PIA (Planners, Engineers, Architects), which wanted to use the
installation to strengthen the visibility of women and female approaches in the construction industry.

Website

https://www.pia-net.de/20hoch3perspektiven/index.php

Social media

https://www.facebook.com/pianet.de/?fref=ts
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(PIA PERSPECTIVES – Shaping the future together”)

PIA PERSPEKTIVEN –
Gemeinsam Zukunft
gestalten
© pia netzwerk e.v.
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Project description
PIA e.V. is a North German Network founded in 2000
with approximately 100 members from Hamburg and
the surrounding area. This network was founded by
women for women Architects, Engineers and planners.
The members of PIA are all volunteers. They support
women in the exercise of their profession, strengthen
their visibility in this male-dominated professional field
and promote their presence in the public.
PIA organises different teams on different topics
to bring together the members for a continuous
interdisciplinary exchange between them, which often
leads to mutual consultation and cooperation. The aim
is to establish communication via a discussion forum on
the PIA-website and to intensify cooperation with other
networks. With the help of a series of videos, which is
constantly updated and published on the PIA website,
members can present themselves and their professional
focus.
On the occasion of the 20th anniversary of PIA, the
installations “Shifting Life Outside - Green Installation”
were presented during the “Climate Week 2020,
Hamburg”. Katharina Fegebank, Senator for Equal Rights
in Hamburg, and patron of the PIA anniversary opened
the current project of the network. For her, policy of
equal opportunities is a key challenge and a gain for a
sustainable society.

With two female sculptures representing a conversation,
as well as banners and seating made of moss and a
green light installation, the Architects of the PIA network
inspired creative and sustainable planning ideas for an
attractive design of public spaces in front of the southern
portal of the Saint Catherine’s Church. The two female
sculptures form a soundproofing and privacy screen,
in which the design is in the foreground. Their function
only becomes apparent at second glance. Moss covers
the green sculptures like a green dress. Moss: A natural
catalyst for the environment, air-purifying, noiseabsorbing and air-conditioning. Moss was used here for
a purpose other than intended, as a new, ‘stimulating’
material for green roofs. Green moss banners frame the
southern portal of the church and give an indication of the
new possibilities of using moss both inside and outside
and thus connecting inside and outside. Wooden seating
furniture with green moss brings a natural material into
the city. Colours, material appearance and diversity work
against the harsh view of the built city. Green-inspired
benches invite to linger. The urban living is determined
by various factors. The built environment is crucial for
the well-being of the people who live in cities. With its
architecture, the design of public spaces, its colouring,
light, shadow, shapes, and surfaces, it affects people and
their behaviour.
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At the same time, the “Green Installation” was
intended to increase the visibility of women and female
approaches in the construction industry, where women
are still in the shadow of men. Only a society with male
and female aspects in a balanced relationship can be
sustainable and strong and treat people with respect.
QR codes on the installations refer to the website
of the PIA network, on which a series of videos are
collected to give an additional digital presence of female
contributions to the construction industry and urban
space development in Hamburg.
The potential of the church location was used to
strengthen and revitalize the city as a space for
encounters, human interaction, and equality. Church
buildings can be structures with open spaces, where
people meet, communicate, and break down social
clichés. Frank Engelbrecht, Pastor of Saint Catherine’s
Church, welcomes and supports this project. For the
church, the installation combines several topics for
which the Representatives of the church and their
congregation stand: the possibility of community and
encounter and the visibility of women in the church and
in society. With the support of the PIA actors and their
installations, new accents were set and a step further
towards gender equality was taken.

© pia netzwerk e.v.
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Acronym

Open days in Women Architects Professionals’ Studios

title

On the occasion of the International Women’s Day, every 8 March women professionals
open their studios to visitors and present their works and projects.

Contact

Helena Seražin

Email

helena.serazin@zrc-sazu.si

Organisation

ZRC SAZU, the France Stele Institute of Art History of ZRC SAZU
AND the Slovenian Centre of Architecture

Country

Slovenia

Funding programme

MoMoWo – (Modern Movement Women) – first 3 events

Duration

2016 -2019, the event is from 2019 on organized by Slovenian Centre of Architecture

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

The activity promotes women architects and designers and their work through opening of their studios to the
professionals and broader public. It provides chance for new contacts and sharing the know-how among generations.

Website

http://www.momowo.eu/activities/opendays/ | https://www.centerarhitekture.org/odprta-vrata-ateljejev/

Social media

https://www.facebook.com/centerarhitekture/
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Project description
Open Days
in Women Professionals’ Studios (WP)
On the occasion of the International Women’s Day,
8 March, women professionals open their studios
to visitors and present their work and projects. The
initiative has been organised by the France Stele
Institute of Art History of ZRC SAZU, with collaboration
of the Slovenian Centre of Architecture, as part of the
MoMoWo project – (Modern Movement Women). The
initiative has also been organised in Portugal, Spain,
France and Italy, which are all partner countries of the
project.
The International Women’s Day is every year celebrated
on 8 March in many countries around the world. It is a
day when women are recognised for their achievements
without regard to divisions, whether national, ethnic,
linguistic, cultural, economic or political. It is an occasion
for looking back at past struggles and accomplishments,
and, more importantly, for looking ahead at the
untapped potential and opportunities that await future
generations of women.

The reason for this initiative was to encourage female
Architects to promote their work to the general public.
Each participating architect or studio could choose the
date of the visits, and could also schedule two visits
– one in the morning and one in the afternoon. The
response was good, with about ten Architects or groups
of Architects applying each year. The initiative was
organised four times till now, between the years 2016 and
2020. Also the response from the public was good, as the
general public does not have many opportunities to visit
Architects’ offices.
Also Architects find the idea of opening the doors of their
offices to the general public very exciting. As it turned out,
people do not know enough about the work of Architects
in general. They were very interested in a wide range
of issues, from the way of organising studios, project
archives, to the way of thinking, the financial framework
of the projects, etc. Very often, people do not think about
hiring an architect to help with even minor interventions,
such as renovating and reorganising an apartment or a
house. From this point of view, it is welcomed that the
general public should be more informed about the work of
not only women Architects, but also Architects in general.
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For transferring the project: First, it is necessary to
compile proposals of Architects or offices, to contact
them and coordinate the dates of visits. This needs
to be followed by a good advertising campaign. It is
necessary to design a flyer and an online invitation,
which should ideally be published in the media at least
one month before the event. Furthermore, some posters
at key points in the city would be useful. On the day of
the event, organisers should visit different offices to
see the responses, which should help plan events in the
future. After the event, the coordinator must thank the
participants for accepting the invitation and for their
willingness to open the doors of their offices to the
public.
Architects in Slovenia often have a reputation among
the general public as sophisticated experts who design
buildings for their privileged clients only. That is the
reason why people often do not approach them for
their services. With events such as the Open Days in
Women Architects Professionals’ Studios, the
visibility of the profession is growing by being presented
to the widest possible circle of people.

Open days
in Women Architects
Professionals’ Studios
© Archive of the Slovenian Centre of Architecutre
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Acronym

To the Fore

title

To the Fore. Female Pioneers in Slovenian Architecture, Civil Engineering
and Design, 4 Exhibitions and a Monograph

Contact

Helena Seražin

Email

helena.serazin@zrc-sazu.si

Organisation

ZRC SAZU, France Stele Institute of Art History of ZRC SAZU
AND Slovenian Centre of Architecture

Country

Slovenia

Funding programme

MoMoWo – (Modern Movement Women)

Duration

2016–2019

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

The objective of the project was to present an important part of the “anonymous”
and hidden European cultural heritage of the 20th century, created by women involved in architecture,
interior and industrial design, landscape architecture, and urban design.

Website

http://www.centerarhitekture.org/v-ospredje-pionirke/ | http://www.momowo.eu/

Social media

https://www.facebook.com/MoMoWomen/
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Project description
The monograph, To the Fore: Female Pioneers in
Slovenian Architecture, Civil Engineering and
Design, has been prepared by the France Stele Institute of Art
History of ZRC SAZU and the Slovenian Centre of Architecture
in collaboration with many authors from different professions
and institutions. It is based on a series of four exhibitions
held between 2016 and 2019 in the Dessa Gallery, Atrium
ZRC, Atrium of Ljubljanska banka, Saint Stanislav Institution
in Ljubljana, and the House of Architecture in Maribor. The
objective of the project was to present to professional and
general publics an important part of the “anonymous” and
hidden European cultural heritage of the 20th century, created
by women involved in architecture, interior and industrial
design, landscape architecture, and urban design, i.e. fields
that are (supposed to be) in the traditional domain of male
professions. The exhibitions aimed to shed light on the life and
work of a neglected part of the Slovenian architectural oeuvre
and provide an opportunity to highlight – from the rich body
of 20th century architectural work – works that have been
only rarely exhibited and showcased, but are, nonetheless,
important, of high quality, and multi-layered. The exhibitions
were thematically part of the activities of the international
interdisciplinary project MoMoWo (Modern Movement Women)
– Women’s Creativity since the Modern Movement, conducted
at the France Stele Institute of Art History at the Research
Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences of Arts between
2014 and 2018.
The monograph is thus dedicated to female pioneers of the
pre- and post-Second World War generations of Architects,
civil engineers and designers who played an active role in
drafting, designing and leaving a mark on their environment.
They were the silent companions working in the shadow of
better-known professors, colleagues, fathers and husbands,
who received more professional acknowledgement than

they did. Even today, it is difficult to determine their actual
contribution in the design and implementation of many Slovenian
architectural masterpieces, from Jože Plečnik’s Ljubljana Central
Market to Edvard Ravnikar’s Republic Square (Trg republike). As
a result of social prejudice, their work was restricted primarily
to some fields of architecture – such as drawing of plans,
park designs, interior and industrial design, preservation of
architectural heritage and urban design – and they were rarely
involved in public and individual buildings. Moreover, when they
started a family, they had to limit their activities even further.
Some of them, therefore, preferred to create in other fields, most
often artistic, fashion, theatre, etc.
The selected works in this monograph are thus important project
creations of the first generations of Slovenian female Architects,
civil engineers and designers who should, considering the
conditions and the role of women at the time, be regarded and
assessed using different criteria. This monograph has a multilayered design, with a focus on the quality of works and the
complexity of the idea, revealing the creative power of the author
of the work. The works of forty women designers are presented,
from the first pre-war graduates to the post-war generations
of Architects, Civil Engineers and designers who, with their
work and achievements, paved the way for later generations of
women.
The initiative to present the pioneers of Slovenian architecture,
construction and design was important because the majority of
artists in the past decades, since the Second World War, have
been really neglected. Today, the situation is completely different
and women are equally represented on the architectural scene.
For me, the responses of most women that we – the curators
– chose to present at the exhibition were interesting. They
were amazed why they would be presented at all, as they did
nothing special. It turned out that they were involved in very
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interesting projects, which at that time were not considered
as “proper architecture”. They were involved in a lot of
projects dealing with social problems, such as solving the
problem of the physically challenged, planning architecture
for educational processes, planning interior design, raising the
general living culture, to name just a few. Their interest in their
work confirmed that they also contributed to the mosaics of
Slovenian architecture and that it was no longer necessary for
them to remain in the shadow of men.
The value of such a project lies in raising awareness of the
general public of the contribution that women have made to
the profession. In every country it is possible to find women
who have been overlooked during their professional life,
and being included in such a project would bring them the
satisfaction that their work has nevertheless been noticed.
For transfer project the collaboration with the Faculty of
Architecture or the Department of Art History , where students
can undertake research work, is suggested, as many projects
have not been published and slightly more research work
is required, such as collecting material in the archives and
preparing interviews with authors and their colleagues.
It is important to look back and support projects to correct
potential gender imbalances in the past. Equality was not taken
for granted, and in technical professions, such as construction
engineering and architecture, it took a little longer than in
some other professions. Women working in these traditionally
male professions are not noticeable by themselves, and the
position and visibility of women is somehow fragile in the
contemporary competitive world of high efficiency, success
and iconic marketing. We think that institutions responsible
for the quality of work of those professions should also always
consider the position of women in such professions.

To the Fore. Female
Pioneers in Slovenian
Architecture, Civil
Engineering and Design

© Archive of the Slovenian Centre of Architecutre
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Acronym

Arhitektke oblikujejo sedanjost

title

Women architects shape the present

Contact

Mika Cimolini

Email

mika.cimolini@guest.arnes.si

Organisation

Chamber of Architecture and Spatial Planning of Slovenia

Country

Slovenia

Funding programme

No funding, some sponsorship from private companies

Duration

13/01/2017 - 28/01/2017

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

Asses position of female architects in Slovene society / Establish connections between Slovenian and Austrian female
architects and compare the position of female architects in both countries / Visibility of gender related issues
in architecture

Website

https://zaps.si/zenske-v-arhitekturi/

Social media

—
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Women architects
shape the present

Project description
The exhibition Women Architects shape the
present was organized by the Chamber of Architecture
and Spatial Planning of Slovenia (ZAPS) in cooperation
with the Bundeskammer der ZiviltechnikerInnen (BKZT
- Austrian Chamber of Architects and Engineers) and
Kammer der ZiviltechnikerInnen für Steiermark und
Kärnten (Austrian Chamber of Architects and Engineers
Styria / Carinthia) under the auspices of the MoMoWo
project at the Institute of Art History ZRC SAZU
(Research Centre of the Slovenian academy of Sciences
and Arts). The exhibition opened on the 13th January
2017 at the atrium ZRC SAZU at Novi trg 2 in Ljubljana.
The exhibition was on display for two weeks and it was
well accepted by the general public and the local media.
The exhibition opening was accompanied by a round
table discussion about the position of female Architects
in Slovenian and Austrian society. The speakers at
the discussion were female Architects with longer
professional experience, Mojca Gregorski, Iris RampulaFarrag, Bettina Dreier-Fiala and Ana Kosi who has at
that time just started with her own architectural studio.
The discussion was moderated by Mika Cimolini. Other
speakers at the event were: dr. Oto Luthar, dr. Barbara
Murovec, dr. Helena Seražin from ZRC SAZU and dr.
Petra Čeferin from Faculty of Architecture. They all
addressed the historic and present position of female
Architects, engineers and scientists in the society in their
speeches.

The main topic of the debate and the speeches was a
perception of the female Architects in the society and the
comparison with other EU countries. While as many as
76% of Architects in the UK are men, in Slovenia in 2014
46% of the members of the Chamber were female, and
their number is growing. What influences the position
of Architects in this profession? What projects do they
choose? Do they approach an architectural project
differently? Is it important to emphasize women in
architecture? We may open up some other questions with
this exhibition.

The event showed very well that the position of
female Architects varies and depends on the historical
position of women in the society. Due to social past,
female Architects in Slovenia are more or less equal
to male Architects from the position of payment or
work responsibility. Many female Architects are equal
partners in architectural companies. Many female
Architects have established their own practices and
are leading the field in Slovenia, while in Austria, many
Architects abandon full employment after they marry or
after they have children.

The exhibition showcased the work of Architects or
engineers who, with their “manuscript”, visibly contributed
to the development of the architectural profession.
In addition to 50 projects by Austrian Architects and
engineers, 30 projects by Slovenian authors were
participating. They were chosen by Maja Vardjan, curator
at the Museum of Architecture and Design and dr. Petra
Čeferin. Professor at Faculty of Architecture. Participation
in the exhibition was a unique opportunity to establish
contacts between Slovenian and Austrian female
Architects.

A helpful hint from this project is asking ourselves why
females were historically equal in a socialist system?
Was is due to social propaganda or socialist education?
In socialism, girls were encouraged to take any kind
of profession. All women worked equally as men also
in professions not usually regarded as female, women
were bus drivers, bricklayers and worked in steel
factories. Was this fact critical to equality of women
also in architectural and engineering professions? The
exhibition might have failed in showcasing the difference
in the approach towards architecture as an exhibition is
not the right medium to do so, but it definitely showed
the quality of the produced works and it showed the
whole assortment of architectural tasks, from small scale
to big scale, from engineering to landscape projects and
community projects.

There was an article published in Dnevnik magazine and
on the News section at TV Slovenia
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Women
in Engineering

Acronym

—

title

Women in Engineering

Contact

Mojca Ravnikar Turk

Email

mojca.turk@zag.si

Organisation

Slovenian Chamber of Engineers (IZS)

Country

Slovenia

Funding programme

IZS

Duration

2019–2021

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

Encouraging professional women engineers to promote their work and career / Networking /
To investigate the actual position of women engineers in Slovenia in comparison with our male colleagues /
Cooperation with related professional associations

Website

https://www.izs.si/en/

Social media

—

Slovenia
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Project description
The management board of the Slovenian Chamber of
Engineers (IZS) supported an internal chamber project
for women engineers, members of IZS. IZS is striving to
increase the social standing of engineering professions
and certified engineers. In addition to increasing the
professional competence and responsibility, IZS gives
special attention to the promotion of equality of male
and female members. IZS is organised as an association
of 6 professional bodies or ‘parent sections’ of chartered
engineers. The largest is the section of civil engineers.
According to IZS data (August 2019), a total of 847
certified chartered women engineers are members
of individual professional parent sections. Of all the
certified women engineers, by far the most are civil
engineers with 577 members, 31 mechanical engineers,
29 electrical engineers, 41 women technologists and
other engineers, 34 geotechnologists and miners, and
135 female surveyors. Figure 1 shows the percentages of
certified female engineers according to age by individual
parent sections.
The usual age for taking the professional competence
exam and applying for membership in IZS is 27 year
of age or more. Nowadays, chartered engineers retire
at the age of 65 or more. We can observe that in the
last years very few young female members have joined
the Slovenian Chamber of Engineers (except for young
female surveyors). The engineering profession is not as
attractive for women as it used to be.

As part of the Women in Engineering project
(supported by IZS), we organised free-of-charge halfday workshops for certified women engineers of all
parent sections. The goal was socialising, networking and
learning some public speaking skills. Engineers in general
are versed in logical thinking and have the analytical
ability, but they are not known as good public speakers.
If we know how to overcome the discomfort of public
speaking, we will find it easier to translate technical
language into everyday language, to successfully lead
our teams and to manage and promote our projects.
Socialising in workshops also encourages the exchange
of professional experiences and enables cooperation in
future projects.

Participants at the workshops were interested in
improving their presentation skills, especially in physical
communication and body language. They emphasised
that they work a lot but rarely have the opportunity
to present their projects to their customers, which is
mostly done by men.

The first workshop was organised in November 2019 in
Ljubljana at the National Institute for Civil Engineering
(ZAG). After a short presentation of the Women in
Engineering project by the project leader (Ms Mojca
Ravnikar Turk), Mr Boštjan Romih, a trainer for effective
communication skills, gave some practical advice on good
public speaking and performing (Figures 2 and 3). The
informal part primarily included casual networking, small
face-to-face talks, and an exchange of ideas.

We would also like to increase the interest in the
engineering professions among the young, to increase
the number of students. Apart from architects and
civil engineers in the construction of energy efficient,
sustainable buildings, the importance of other
engineering professions is increasing.

The third and last workshop was organised in February
2020. Due to the Covid-19 preventive measures issued
regularly by the government, the planned workshops had
to be cancelled. The scope of the project work needed
restructuring.
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In 2020, an online survey will be prepared to try to
determine the position of female engineers throughout
their careers. It aims to objectively identify the causes
that prevent some engineers from pursuing an even
more successful career. We would like to make it easier
for female engineers to participate on the labour market
and to promote their work and profession.

A special focus of the survey will be on the changes
of working environment and logistics due to Covid-19
health-protection requirements.

Women
in Engineering
© Peter Škrlep
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Acronym

UDUA

title

UN DIA | UNA ARQUITECTA

Contact

Inés Moisset (Argentina)

Email

ines.moisset@gmail.com

Organisation

Online network

Country

ARGENTINA, SPAIN (founding partners)

Funding programme

—

Duration

08/03/2015 – TODAY

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

Show female architect contributions in established and expanded fields of architecture and urbanism;
contribute to rewrite the History of Architecture, including female architects in it;
strengthening of the international network of women architects.

Website

https://undiaunaarquitecta.wordpress.com/

Social media

https://www.facebook.com/undiaunaarquitecta

+ Ecuador, El Salvador, Perú, Bolivia, México, Uruguay, Estados Unidos, Francia
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Project description
Since long ago, women architects have been erased
from History of Architecture books, detracting their contributions in this professional field, as it is usually understood, and overlooking their impact in the expansion of
this field (landscape, technology, curating, publications,
artist production, politics, habitat management, theory
and teaching). The blog ’Un día | Una arquitecta’
(in English, ‘A Day | A Women Architect’) aims to
show the achievements of so many women architects
and showing the inadequacy of the already established
readings of the past that omit their names.
With this idea in mind, in 2015 Inés Moisset (Argentina)
contacted Zaida Muxí and Eva Alvarez (Spain) to set
up this blog and to organize a group of work in order
to publish a woman architect profile each day. Through
time (five years now), the working group has been
constantly growing up to 50 persons contributing now,
backing from different countries.
The first year, from March 8th 2015 to March 8th 2016,
the blog uploaded and published 366 profiles (leap
year) which showed work and life of different women
architects from different countries and from different
epochs. All of them shared they had been overlooked,
hidden or omitted due to different situations,
mechanisms well explained by Daniela Arias (a group
member) PhD thesis1. The following blog seasons
contributors continued uploading profiles until more
than one thousand profiles right now.
In parallel to this task, the blog has organized many
events or participated as invited guests in biennales

and seminars. As a synopsis, it is possible to highlight
their participation in Women in Architecture International
Seminar in Valencia (2015). Also, in Bienal Internacional
de Arquitectura de Buenos Aires (2015); in Women
in Architecture Edit-a-thon organized by Solomon R.
Guggenheim Foundation and WikiD (2015) and addressed
to upload women architect profiles in Wikipedia;
Congrés d’Arquitectura in Barcelona (2016) with Susana
Torre, and the publication done to get crow-funding
for its organization, won XI BIAU award; Yes We Plan
Architektinnen-Symposium, in Frankfurt (2018). In all of
these events, the aim has been raising awareness on the
work done for all these women architects through time
and space, in order to redesigning the professional field;
providing roles models for all of us; and strengthening
international networks of women architects working
today. Poetic Justice for all of these women architects is
clearly incorporated in each action from profiles writing
to spread the voice. This research was awarded with 2016
Milka Bliznakov Research Prize at IAWA International
Archive for Women in Architecture in Virginia Tech. The
blog has had nearly 2.000.000 visits in this five years
coming from worldwide and the Facebook page has
nearly 25.000 likes.
This working group has also contributed to a parallel
research called ‘Nuestras Arquitectas’ (Our Women
Architects, in English) whose aim is mapping the
overlooked work of the women architects working in our
cities. The goal is that, as now there is more awareness
on international women architects pioneers or famous
ones, it is needed to show the work of ‘our’ closest women
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architects, working in our cities, who have been even
more overlooked by traditional publications. This work
has been developed in different cities in Argentina in
2019 and in 2020, it was going to continue in Spain
(País Vasco and Valencia) but due to pandemics, it was
transformed into an international online Photograph
Competition asking for women architects work visibility.
The competition organizers received nearly 500 photos
by nearly 200 international participants; these photos
showed work done by women architects in three
categories: Pioneers, Consummate women architects,
Breakout women architects and Women architects in
Action!
Finally, Un día| Una arquitecta is an international
network of women and men working with the idea a
better world is on their way when we acknowledge and
integrate women’s work, in this case women architects’
work. This network of action is the best contribution,
and we think is very recommendable.
This practice was selected after spreading an online
questionnaire in our personal networks and through our
Architects’ Chamber website. It got correct diffusion
though it got very few responses. In all of them, this
blog appeared and the authors writing this text are
convinced this is the best ‘best practice’ (though not
totally Spaniard).
1 Daniela Arias Laurino and Zaida Muxí Martínez, La Construcción Del Relato
Arquitectónico Y Las Arquitectas de La Modernidad. Un Análisis Feminista de
La Historiografía, TDX (Tesis Doctorals En Xarxa) (Universitat Politècnica de
Catalunya, 5 October 2018) <https://upcommons.upc.edu/handle/2117/123109>
[accessed 6 December 2020].

© UDUA
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Acronym

MAGA

title

MAGA Mujeres Arquitectas de Galicia (Research Project)

Contact

María Carreiro Otero

Email

maria.carreiro@udc.es

Organisation

GAUS Grupo de Arquitectura e Urbanismo Sostenible (Universidade da Coruña, UDC)

Country

SPAIN (Galicia)

Funding programme

Instituto de la Mujer y para la Igualdad de Oportunidades

Duration

19/01/2012–31/12/2013

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

This project aims esteeming the active participation of women in the development of the profession of architect
through their participation as an architectural agent. This research is framed in Galicia and in a time that ranges
from 1940 to 2012.

Website

https://www.udc.es/es/gausmaga/arquitectura_xenero/proxecto_maga/

Social media

https://www.facebook.com/mccl.arquitectos
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Project description
GAUS Grupo de Arquitectura e Urbanismo Sostenible [Group
of Sustainable Architecture and Urbanism], is a research group
coordinated by María Carreiro. This group is made up of professors belonging to the Departmento de Proxectos Arquitectónicos,
Urbanismo e Composición [Department of Architectural Projects,
Urbanism and Composition] and the Departmento de Expresión
Gráfica Arquitectónica [Department of Architectural Expression]
at Universidade da Coruña (Galicia, Spain). This group investigates
in the following lines of work: the construction of urban Galicia;
everyday spaces: the house and the place; spatial planning and
organization through the analysis of sports facilities; the gender
perspective in studies and in the practice of Architecture and the
graphic restitution of the built heritage.
In 2011, this group requested funding from the Instituto de la Mujer e Igualdad de Oportunidades [Institute for Women and Equal
Opportunities], currently under the Ministry of the Presidency,
Relations with the Courts and Equality to develop MAGA project.
MAGA is the acronym, in Spanish, of Mujeres Arquitectas en GAlicia
[Women Architects in Galicia] and the detailed research project
title was ‘Women architects in Galicia: their role in the profession
and in the teaching of the profession (the exercise of Architecture
in Galicia from a gender perspective)’. After getting funding, it began to develop its work as of January 19, 2012.
The project goals were:
• Reconstructing the historiography of Galicia women architects
in the period that goes from the moment that first Galician
women architect, Rita Fernández Queimadelos graduated as an
architect until the beginning of the XXI century, collecting data
from Galician women architects registered at Official Chamber of
Architects of Galicia (from 40’s until 2012).
• Processing the quantitative data that collect the presence of
female architects in work and academic spheres.
• Showing the perception that women architects have of
themselves.

In other words, it is about making women architects and their
value as a group visible in order to build an area of knowledge that

collects the reality of what happened and what was thought on those
issues.
This research produced a census of female architects working in
Galicia and collected data through an online survey sent to these
female architects. On the other hand, eight pioneering women
architects from or living in Galicia answered a personal in depth
interview. Both actions became published texts:
• A research report that can be accessed at IMIO (Institute for Women
and Equal Opportunities) website under the title ‘Las mujeres
arquitectas de Galicia: su papel en la profesión y en la enseñanza
de la profesión (el ejercicio de la arquitectura en Galicia desde
una perspectiva de género)’ [‘Galician women architects: their
role in the profession and in teaching the profession (the exercise
of architecture in Galicia from a gender perspective)] which can
be accessed, only in Spanish, at >> https://www.inmujer.gob.es/
publicacioneselectronicas/documentacion/Documentos/DE1424old.
pdf
• The personal interview with eight women architects led to the
publication ‘Arquitectas pioneras de Galicia. Ocho entrevistas’
[‘Pioneering women architects of Galicia. Eight interviews’]1
published in 2016 by Universidade da Coruña, also in Spanish.
This book has had an enormous diffusion and repercussion, giving
visibility and credibility to a professional work until that moment
little acknowledged. It can be found in the catalogue of prestigious
university libraries such as Yale, Standford, Harvard, or the Library
of Congress.

Along with this research work, another dissemination one and debate
were carried out consisting of two events:
• In 2012, Women and Architecture conference where, among others,
Carmen Espegel, Zaida Muxí and Silvia Blanco participated.

In our opinion, this academic work is important for its contribution
and impact. The work of female architects usually differs from
that carried out by male architects in quantity (less production), in
objectives (it is usually a work that covers more topics of interest,
less specific) and, of course, in recognition (usually obtaining fewer
awards, grants or publications). Obviously, the quality of their
work is equal and, sometimes, even superior to any other work
framed in the same circumstances. This situation of invisibility
contributes to maintaining the stereotype of what “being” an
architect means, in our opinion, in a limited way and far from
the daily reality, which surrounds us. Therefore, we consider that
the work carried out by the MAGA research group is pioneering,
relevant and indispensable and its replication in other contexts is
recommendable. Due to that, we have also launched a research on
pioneering Valencian women architects, with the support of the
IVAM, Valencian Institute of Modern Art. In addition, currently, we
are part of Nuestras Arquitectas [Our Women Architects] Spain
research group, together with Inés Moisset, Carolina Quiroga and
Verónica Benedet aimed to study local women architects who have
developed their work in some cities in Argentina, Basque Country
and Valencia Community.

• In 2013, Architects and other professionals conference on
transdisciplinary perspectives, women in the field of higher
education.

This research, and its dissemination, focused on the contribution
of Galician women architects, until then little known. It highlighted
the work of Rita Fernández Queimadelos, third woman architect
graduated in Spain in 1940, and that of Pascuala Campos (who
declined to be interviewed but whose work was documented), the
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first female Professor [higher academic position] in the area of 
Architectural Projects in Spain in 1995. In addition, this research
has had a great impact on the academic world since it has revalued
the specific research on the work carried out by women architects,
pioneers and current. Partly related to this research, Hai Mulleres,
[There are women] a group of women architects was formed inside
Colexio Oficial de Arquitectos de Galicia [Official Chamber of
Architects of Galicia], with greater visibility since 2016.

1 María Carreiro Otero and Cándido López González, Arquitectas pioneras de
Galicia ocho entrevistas (A Coruña: Universidade da Coruña, 2016).
2 Pascuala Campos, ‘Identidad Y Proyecto’, Boletin CF+S, 1998 <http://habitat.
aq.upm.es/boletin/n7/apcam.html>.

© MAGA, Pascuala Campos work
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Acronym

MuWo

title

Mujeres en la cultura arquitectónica (pos)moderna española [Women in (Post)
Modern Spanish Architectural Culture]

Contact

Lucía C. Pérez-Moreno

Email

lcperez@unizar.es

Organisation

Escuela de Ingeniería y Arquitectura, Universidad de Zaragoza

Country

Spain (Zaragoza)

Funding programme

The Ministry of Science and Innovation, Spanish Government and EU ERDF funds
(State Sub-programme of Knowledge Generation) and the Aragon’s Official Institute of Architects

Duration

2017–2021

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

In Spain, women began to practice architecture gradually since the late Franco Regime. MuWo project analyses
the contributions of women architects to the Spanish built environment, studies the difficulties they confront(ed),
and the difference of their female gaze.

Website

(ES) http://muwo.unizar.es | (EN) http://muwo.unizar.es/en/home/

Social media

https://www.facebook.com/MuWoArch | Twitter: @MuWoArch | Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/muwoarch/

[School of Engineering and Architecture, University of Zaragoza]
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Project description
Lucía C. Pérez-Moreno is an Associate Professor at the
School of Engineering and Architecture at the University
of Zaragoza (EINA, UniZar, ES). She is an architect since
2003 (Navarra University, ES, 2003), and holds a Ph.D.
(ETSAM, ES, 2013), a Master Degree (Columbia University, USA, 2008), and postgraduate studies (Aalto University, FI, 2003-04). She also has additional studies on
philosophy (UniZar, 2018-21). Her primary research goals
are directed towards understanding the gender roles of
architecture, their influence on the professional practice
of women, and the difference in the female gaze.
In line with SDG 5 and SDG 11, she coordinates the
annual scientific meetings on «Gender Perspectives
in Architecture» since 2017 in Zaragoza. She creates
an arena for reflection to discuss how the gender
perspective can reinforce architecture practice and
reframe architectural history. Each meeting proposes
four «perspectives» to work with. Two of them, the
«history of women» and «gender planning», remain
each meeting, and the other two change with each
instalment. Hitherto, they have been: the analysis of
EU «institutional policies» to promote equality, the
relevance of knowing the «lived experiences» of senior
women architects, the necessity of implementing
«feminist pedagogies» for truly inclusive practice, the
study & design of «architecture of care», the changing
role of «domesticity», and the importance of boosting
«female agency». These meetings also have the support
of the Aragon’s Official Institute of Architects, the
Zaragoza City Council, and the IberCaja Foundation.
Until now, the meetings have reunited an impressive

quantity of experts —mainly women architects and
feminist scholars, and practitioners. The speakers have
been:
• I Meeting (December 1, 2017)
··
··
··
··

Josenia Hervás y Heras —history of women.
Inés Sánchez de Madariaga —institutional policies.
Zaida Muxí —gender planning.
Martha Thorne —lived experiences.

• II Meeting (November 30, 2018)
··
··
··
··

Nuria Álvarez Lombardero —history of women.
Atxu Aman —domesticity.
Eva Álvarez + Carlos Gómez —gender planning.
Izaskun Chinchilla —female agency.

• III Meeting (November 21-22, 2019)
··
··
··
··

José Parra (history of women).
Elia Gutiérrez Mozo —equality in the Campus.
Marta Parra —architectures of care.
Carme Pinós —lived experiences.

• IV (virtual) Meeting (December 3-4, 2020)
··
··
··
··

Daniela Arias —history of women.
Ana Amado —female gaze.
Inés Novella —gender planning.
Anna Bofill Levi —lived experiences.

In 2019, this initiative evolved to a public-funded
research project (Grant from the Spanish Government
and EU ERDF funds) with similar goals but focusing on
the recovery and analysis of the work done by Spanish
women architects from the late Franco Regime to the
end of the 20th century. This part of the project studies
the difficulties they confronted and the difference in
their female gaze. Its groundwork is based on previous
scientific meetings. It continues as a choral project with 24
scholars involved from 9 Spanish and 3 European different
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Universities. They are all sensitive allies who contribute
to the urgent task of gender awareness in academia
and society. This part of the project is in development
and will end by December 2021. Its general objective
is to generate a genealogy of women architects whose
work has been relevant to Spanish architecture culture,
to analyse critically these work to contextualize it in the
historiography of Spanish architecture and to analyse
the ways (alone, with a male partner, in female teams,
in mixed teams) in which women have practiced the
profession. This part of the project also aims to locate
future research topics and opening up fields of work
for new generations of researchers in architecture
and art, history, gender, and feminism. Moreover, the
MuWo project is creating an interactive digital map of
architectures designed by women in all the Spanish
territory. This is a crucial fact to deconstruct the
canonical understanding of Madrid and Barcelona as the
two main focuses of the architectural scene.
The MuWo project is also producing a great number
of academic publications (edited books and openaccess scientific articles) and non-academic material
such as videos (TV, YouTube), podcasts (Radio, RNE),
and relevant historical data that is available on its
website. These activities are getting an intense impact
on social media and hundreds of visualizations and
download. All in all, the project is promoting women
architects’ leadership and facing women stereotypes in
architecture.

© MuWo
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Acronym

—

title

Mujeres #madeinetsam [Women #madeinetsam]

Contact

Marta Muñoz

Email

marta@martamunoz.com

Organisation

ETSAM Escuela Técnica Superior de Arquitectura de Madrid

Country

Spain (Madrid)

Funding programme

ETSAM Cultural Program

Duration

2018/2019/2020

Main objectives / aims /
outcomes

This initiative aims showcasing ETSAM Higher Technical School of Architecture of Madrid women’s work, majority of
them architects in order to provide visibility to their work and role models to students at this School of Architecture.
This activity has had three editions in 2018, 2019 and 2020 with the same goals but under different denominations.

Website

https://etsam.aq.upm.es/v2/es/lideresas-arquitectas?fbclid=IwAR2RXjl2Zrlf4xucwTRJmINOZlYzXH2X-3wFQ9A2n-hxtBQvG5gJege-pjE

Social media

https://www.facebook.com/madeinetsam/posts/1626665500762336 (as of March 5th 2018 and following posts)

[Higher Technical School of Architecture of Madrid] in UPM Universidad Politécnica de Madrid
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Mujeres #madeinetsam
© ETSAM, Photo: Montse Zamorano
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Project description
#madeinetsam is the motto Manuel Blanco defined to
encompass an ambitious program addressed to change
the etsam, [Higher Technical School of Architecture of
Madrid], if he won the School Dean elections in 2017.
One of the bases of this program was spreading and
incorporating gender equality so, after he won elections,
his advisor and partner for Cultural affairs, young
woman architect Marta Muñoz, curated the exhibition
‘women #madeinETSAM’ in March 2018. This exhibition
has had a continuation in 2019 and 2020 editions.
The first edition in 2018 was dedicated to ‘women who
build’ and who have studied or taught (or are teaching)
or both at this School of Architecture. The exhibition was
composed by a hanged two sided poster dedicated to
each woman architect by one side and to her work on
the other side. The hanged posters were shown in the
main Hall of the School, which, usually, is a very busy
place. The work of twenty seven women architects was
exhibited, among them the work by Belinda Tato from
Ecosistema Urbano, by Renata Setkiewicz from Ábalos &
Sentkiewiczv or by Eva Gil from Elii.
The second edition in 2019 was committed to show the
notion of ‘women without architecture’. Again, the
exhibition showed work done by women who belonged
to ETSAM collective but in this case, the work was
framed in what we can call ‘expanded architecture’, that
is to say, using architectural thinking in the other related
fields like jewelry, cooking, fashion design, architectural
interaction with kids, photography, curatorial practices…
Following this concept, the exhibition shown the
work by eighteen women developing a cutting-edge

professional practice in connected fields to architects’
‘traditional’ work. Among them, Almudena de Benito
from Chiquitectos, Ariadna Cantis as curator or Montse
Zamorano as architecture photographer.
The third edition in 2020 was curated by Marta Muñoz and
also by architectural photographer Ana Amado. Amado
had curated the project ‘Lideresas’ [Women Leaders]
where she photographed women over 65 years old who
were consider a leader in her profession or activity, being
that developed in a small village near Madrid. In this third
edition, the exhibition at School of Architecture in Madrid
was named ‘Lideresas Arquitectas’ [Women Architects
Leaders], presenting the ETSAM women architects as
women leaders. In order to achieve this, they made an
open call proposing to future participants to replicate a
famous man architect in an iconic photo but in this case
with them (women architects) instead of with this man
or, in some case, these men. The exhibition arranged
all the received photos in the same busy space at the
School, in the intention of denouncing the lack of women
architects in books, publications or journals, recent and
past, related to the History of Architecture. Unfortunately,
this exhibition was unable to open in March 2020 due to
coronavirus lockdown in Spain and it will be on display
when the situation changes for better.
The editions that were performed were complemented
with different events as round tables and debates, again
in the School public and busy spaces. In these events, a
great quantity of academic staff and students took part
what meant a considerable impact among this collective.
Even more, it had an important impact on social media
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what facilitated these events were known in different
academic environments outside ETSAM. Finally, the fact
that this School has a lot of national and international
visits and events, and the exhibition being shown in one
of the most visible places in the School, made a great
work of diffusion of this issue.

Mujeres #madeinetsam

On the other hand, the way this main event ‘women
#madeinETSAM’ has evolved tacking three different
but related yearly topics regarding an unequal and
limiting vision on Architecture and on architects, shows
the power of this initiative and the possibility of its
continuity and exchange. We look forward to being able
to visit the totally yet arranged exhibition that could
not open in March 2020 due to the pandemic, since the
displayed mixture between disciplines like architecture
and photography has proved successful and useful in
the past.
In our opinion, this activity or best practice is relevant
because it acknowledges talent and capacity among
women architects and gives credibility to their work,
being this one a recurrent issue that arises when one
talks to a woman architect who, in the past, strived to
gain professional acknowledgement and respect. It also
shows examples or role models to the students, women
and men, helping them to think on their professional
practice in a different way, and encouraging women
architects to tackle their professional activity from their
own perspective. Young architects, women and men,
are the future of Architecture, so promoting women
architects’ work where students are is fundamental,
relevant and encouraging.

© ETSAM, Photo: Ildefonso Fernández
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